
■   sof-seam™ neoprene sleeve - 
in 3mm and 4mm; provides 
compression, comfort and warmth

■   provides stability while letting the
patient maintain daily activities 

■   royal blue nylon inner lining reduces
skin irritation; black nylon exterior for
easy cleaning 

■   fits both right and left knee
■   sizing measurement taken around

patella
■   3mm neoprene support for sprains, strains, reduction

of edema and arthritis of knee joint
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■   eliminates stress on an injury and speeds healing
■   bladder can be inflated to support a comfortable and secure fit and

to provide compression to reduce swelling and edema
■   chill bladder gel for cold and compression therapy
■   lightweight fabric foam cover; fabric lined for increased comfort
■   adjustable hook and loop lock straps
tennis elbow support
A     24-4541 tennis elbow; universal design                     17.50 
wrist wrap support
B      24-4540 L/R wrist wrap; specify: left (L) or right (R)         37.50 

Sroufe® wrist and elbow supports with PneuGel® bladder

7" elastic wrist support 8" soft wrist splint 8" splint with abducted thumb universal thumb spica

■   maintains the
wrist in a neutral
position

■   cotton/ elastic
latex-free 

■   hook and loop
closures

■   specify left (L) or right (R)
 24-4550 L/R x-small  10.00 
 24-4551 L/R small  10.00 
 24-4552 L/R medium  10.00 
 24-4553 L/R large  10.00 
 24-4554 L/R x-large  10.00 

■   low on the palmar area
allows for full
finger
movement

■   wide thumb
hole

■   hook and loop closure
■   specify left (L) or right (R)
 24-4570 L/R x-small         12.50 
 24-4571 L/R small            12.50 
 24-4572 L/R medium       12.50 
 24-4573 L/R large            12.50 
 24-4574 L/R x-large         12.50 

■   low on the palmar area
allows for full finger
movement

■   provides added
thumb immobilization

■   hook and loop
closures

■   specify left (L) or right (R)
 24-4575 L/R   x-small  17.50 
 24-4576 L/R   small  17.50 
 24-4577 L/R   medium  17.50 
 24-4578 L/R   large  17.50 
 24-4579 L/R   x-large  17.50 

■   compression foam thumb
with elastic straps

■   hook and loop
closures

■   universal
sizing

 24-4545 thumb spica  15.00 

Sroufe® support, splint and spica

Sroufe® sof-seam™ knee support

supports and helmets

Sroufe® size chart
x-small:            5-6½"
small:               6-7" 
medium:           6½-8" 
large:               7-9"
x-large:            8½ - 10"

A
B

    size
 24-2600         small                  12-14"                 12.50 
 24-2601         medium             14-16"                 12.50 
 24-2602         large                  16-18"                 12.50 
 24-2603         x-large               18-20"                 12.50 
 24-2604         xx-large             20-22"                 12.50 

■   washable soft-top helmet protects front, back and
side of the head

■   protects people with special needs from the dangers
of physical activity, potential strike hazards (floor,
wall, furniture, etc.)

■   filled with shock absorbent foam material
■   adjustable velcro chin-strap keeps helmet in place
 32-2200            x-small                 17½-18½"                25.00 
 32-2201            small                    19-20"                      25.00 
 32-2202            medium               20½-21½"                25.00 
 32-2203            large                    22-23"                      25.00 
 32-2204            x-large                 23½-24½"                25.00 

FEI Retail, PO Box 1076, White Plains, New York 10602 USA
tel: 888-211-5242  914-407-0150      orders@FEIretail.com      fax: 888-211-5765  914-407-0151

Skillbuilders® protective helmets
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